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Abstract

We investigated whether effects of prediction during spoken language comprehension are observable in speech-motor output recorded via ultrasound tongue imaging. Predicted words can be specified at a phonological level during reading comprehension, and listening to speech activates speech-motor regions. It has been suggested that speech-motor activation may occur during prediction of upcoming material (Pickering & Garrod, 2007). Speakers model their own upcoming speech, with the effects being observable at an articulatory level in the form of anticipatory co-articulation. We investigated whether the effects of prediction as a listener can also be observed at an articulatory level. We auditorily presented high-cloze sentence-stems, immediately followed by presentation of a picture for naming. Picture names either fully matched the omitted sentence-cloze item or mismatched it at onset (e.g., TAP-“cap”). By-condition differences in picture-name articulation indicated that prediction of upcoming material during speech listening can engage speech-motor processes.
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1. Introduction

Language comprehension involves the prediction of upcoming material, in addition to the processing of perceptually available input (e.g., Altmann & Kamide, 1999; DeLong et al., 2005; Federmeier, 2007). Listening to speech activates neural regions associated with motor-speech planning and execution, and modulates tongue muscle excitationability (Fastigia et al. 2002; Pulvermüller et al., 2006; Watkins & Paus, 2004; Wilson et al., 2004). Such communicative resonance may reflect involvement of the speech-motor regions in prediction during comprehension: it has been suggested that the synthesis process involved in predicting another’s upcoming speech may recruit mechanisms more typically associated with speech production (e.g., Pickering & Garrod, 2007).

ERP evidence demonstrates that, for written input, predictive linguistic material can be specified at a phonological level during reading comprehension (DeLong et al., 2005). However, it is unclear if, and at what levels, such prediction might involve the infrastructure and mechanisms of speech production. Prediction during language comprehension is performed incrementally. Therefore, when investigating prediction of spoken language, some spoken language must be presented to the listener prior to the critical manipulation point. Under such circumstances it appears not to be possible to distinguish the neural activation posited to be associated with the synthesis of upcoming input (i.e. prediction) from that associated with the analysis of perceptual input.

In the current study we instead employ an articulatory imaging technique to investigate the effects of prediction as a listener on motor-speech activity itself. When a speaker predicts their own upcoming speech output this is observable at an articulatory level in the phenomenon of anticipatory co-articulation (e.g., Farnetani & Recasens, 1997). Anticipatory co-articulation can be observed via ultrasound tongue imaging (e.g., Zharkova & Hewlett, 2011). We investigated whether ultrasound tongue imaging (henceforth UTI) would reveal articulatory-level effects of prediction during comprehension. We reasoned that if the speech-motor system is activated during prediction as a listener, effects of prediction might be observable in articulation when the listener speaks.

Participants named pictures in three contexts whilst their articulatory movements were recorded via UTI. In the Control condition a visual fixation point was presented for 3 seconds prior to picture presentation; in the Match condition, a sentence-stem predicting the upcoming picture-name was auditorily presented immediately prior to picture presentation; in the Mismatch condition a sentence-stem predicting a rime-partner of the upcoming picture-name was auditorily presented immediately prior to picture presentation. In this way the experimental conditions differ only in whether the auditory linguistic context predicted the target picture-name or an alternative picture-name. Any by-condition differences in picture-name realizations (articulation) must therefore reflect an effect of prediction as a listener.

2. Method

2.1. Participants

Participants (1 male, 7 female) were monolingual speakers of English, had no phonetic training, reported normal hearing and visual acuity, and ranged in age from 22 to 40 years. All gave informed written consent in line with British Psychological Society guidelines. The study was granted ethical approval by the Psychology Research Ethics Committee of the University of Edinburgh.

2.2. Materials

The picture-name set was created by pairing the consonantal onsets /k/ and /t/ with 6 VC rimes (e.g., /k/ + /æp/ → CAP; /t/ + /æp/ → TAP). Each of the 12 words generated in this way was represented by a colour picture selected from an online database (online pre-test mean picture-name agreement = .76, range = .3 to 1). All picture names were concrete nouns of medium lexical frequency (mean log10CD = 2.93, SD = 0.41, range = 2.07 -3.91; SUBTLEX-US database, Brysbaert & New, 2009). For each picture name, 3 sentence stems were generated that strongly predicted the picture name as their final word (online pre-test minimum cloze probability > .8). The 36 sentence stems were designed each to end in a vowel or semi-vowel in order to allow audio to be cut at a
comparable and non-informative point across all stimuli. Sentence-stems were recorded as spoken by a native female speaker of British English, at a mean rate of 3.92 syllables per second (mean sentence stem duration = 3.10 seconds, range = 1.90 – 5.29 seconds).

2.3. Procedure

The experiment was run at the Ultrasound Tongue Imaging suite at Queen Margaret University. The full experiment was presented on a Dell XPS 1702 laptop using DMDX presentation software (Forster & Forster, 2003). The presentation software fully randomized item presentation within blocks. Participants were familiarized with the 12 picture names prior to the beginning of the experiment, in order to ensure that they would be able to correctly name pictures during the experimental phase. During the familiarization phase each picture was presented once in each of three blocks. All participants used target names for pictures 100% accurately by the third familiarization block.

Following the third familiarization phase participants were fitted with the ultrasound helmet (used to maintain probe position throughout the experimental procedure; Scobbie et al., 2008). Participants then named pictures once more as they had in the third familiarization block, in order to acquire experience of speaking whilst wearing the ultrasound device prior to commencing the experiment proper. The pictures were then presented for naming in 3 conditions: In the Control condition pictures were presented with no auditory context, following presentation of a fixation point. In the experimental conditions (Match and Mismatch) pictures were presented immediately following auditory presentation of a high-cloze sentence-stem: In the Match condition the picture-to-be-named matched the predicted (but missing) sentence cloze word (e.g., “Jimmy fixed the drip from the old leaky” … TAP); In the Mismatch condition the picture-to-be-named differed in onset phoneme from the predicted word (e.g., “On his head he wore the school” … TAP, where the predicted word would be “cap”).

Control-trial blocks were presented at the beginning and end of the experiment. Trials in the experimental conditions were presented in between the two Control blocks. Each sentence-stem was presented once in the Match condition and once in the Mismatch condition (i.e. paired once with the picture it predicted and once with the rime-pair of that picture). Each picture was presented twice in the Control condition, three times in the Match condition and three times in the Mismatch condition. The experimental design was therefore fully within-participant and within-items. Whether a given sentence-stem was first heard in a match or a non-match context was balanced across participants.

2.4. Data Capture and Processing

Using AAA software (Scobbie & Wrench, 2008) we recorded acoustic and ultrasound data for each trial: Recording started at the onset of the sentence-stem stimulus and ended once the participant had named the picture. Ultrasound data was captured via an Ultrasonix device used in conjunction with a headmounted micro-convex probe, with depth set at 80mm and angle at 150°, capturing a mid-sagittal tongue image at a rate of 100fps. Data was exported from AAA in AVI format at a rate of 30fps, following which an audio-video synchronization check was performed in VirtualDub (http://www.virtualdub.org/).

2.4.1. Audio data processing

We manually performed acoustic landmark labelling via visual inspection of the spectral signal in Audacity (http://audacity.sourceforge.net/). For each trial we identified the off-set of the sentence-stem audio, the acoustic onset of the picture name, the acoustic onset of the vowel, and the acoustic offset of the steady-state vowel. The time-points of each trial’s landmarks were recorded in .csv format, allowing this information to be made available to the ultrasound video-processing software.

2.4.2. Video data processing

Each frame of ultrasound video constituted a 512 x 277 grid of pixels. Pixels ranged in luminance from 000 (black) to 255 (white). In order to achieve data tractability, we processed each frame so that luminance was averaged over a block of 8 x 8 contiguous pixels (see McMillan & Corley, 2010). A vector was generated from each frame, with each 8 x 8 pixel block assigned a specific position in the vector. Each vector ran from bottom left to top right of the AVI frame and each pixel block was recorded by its luminance (0 to 255). Vectors formed the basis for analyses, which were performed by calculating and comparing “Delta scores”; i.e., the Euclidean distances between individual vectors (frames).

3. Analysis

In order to minimise the effects of noise in the ultrasound images (see Scobbie & Wrench, 2008) we performed a preparatory analysis in order to determine the quality of the data acquired from each participant for each CV onset. This analysis was performed on ultrasound data acquired between the acoustic burst and the end of the steady-state vowel for each token; subsequent analyses were performed on data acquired prior to the acoustic release of the onset consonant. We used multidimensional scaling (Mardia, 1978) to calculate how well the Delta scores distinguished tokens of a given CVC word from tokens of all other CVC words produced by that participant: This was achieved by determining the mean Euclidean distance of a given vector (i.e. articulation) from: (i) all vectors representing different words; (ii) all vectors representing the same word. The Discrimination score for each onset for each participant was equal to (i)/(ii). Therefore the higher the score the better the data discriminated between a given CV onset and others in the picture-name set, and the less “noisy” the data. This information was used to geometrically weight the contribution of each participant’s data to subsequent analyses (Carroll & Ruppert, 1988). In this way we were able to avoid arbitrarily discarding “poor quality” data, whilst accounting for the great by-participant variability known to be associated with ultrasound articulatory data.

We used a linear mixed-modelling approach, implemented in R 3.0.2 via the lme4 package, version 0.999999-4 (Bates, Maechler, & Bolker, 2013; R Core Team, 2013). Data were weighted as described above. Condition (Match/Mismatch) and Onset Consonant (/k/ or /l/) were included as fixed effects, and Participant and Picture-name as random effects. Because this approach provides estimated, rather than exact, effect sizes it was not appropriate to calculate associated p-values exactly. We therefore treat |t| > 2 as indicating a statistically significant effect.
3.1. Location of articulation analysis

The first analysis investigated by-condition differences in data topography. Articulatory data acquired between -500 ms and 0 ms of the acoustic burst were collapsed to produce one average-luminance vector per token. This allowed each articulatory token to be compared to a reference vector for that item (picture-name). The reference vector for each item represented the mean of the vectors for that picture-name as produced in the Control condition. Vectors for all individual articulations in the Match and Mismatch conditions were compared to the relevant Control reference vector. This produced a Delta-score for each articulation (token), which indicated the distance in multi-dimensional space between that token and the participant’s mean Control articulation of the relevant picture-name.

The Delta-scores were then modelled as the outcome variable in a linear mixed effects model (as detailed above). Inspection of the model indicated that Delta scores in the Mismatch condition were significantly greater than those in the Match condition ($\beta = 10.89, t = 2.15$). This indicates that pre-acoustic articulation was less similar to the Control condition in the Mismatch condition than in the Match condition.

3.2. Time-course analysis
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The second analysis investigated by-condition differences in the articulatory time-course of the pre-acoustic articulations. Articulatory data for each token constituted all ultrasound video frames recorded from 1000 ms prior to the acoustic burst until the acoustic burst (i.e. 31 frames per token). We calculated a Delta score for each inter-frame interval of each token: In this way each Delta score indicated the Euclidean distance between the current frame and that immediately preceding it. Higher Delta scores therefore indicated greater frame-to-frame change, associated with greater change in the configuration of the tongue as indicated by the ultrasound image. Each articulatory token was represented by a series of Delta scores indicating successive frame-to-frame change within that token’s data. This output was automatically averaged and plotted by-condition (Match v. Mismatch; see Fig. 1) and by onset-consonant ($/k/ \vee /h/$).

We investigated the time-course data by performing a mixed effect model analysis at each time-point (inter-frame interval). Inter-frame change (Delta) was treated as the outcome variable. In order to account for the increased risk of Type I errors associated with the use of multiple comparisons (for discussion see Lage-Castellanos et al., 2009) we treated effects as significant only when they were clustered across three or more consecutive inter-frame intervals Effects of condition were found to be statistically significant (i.e., $|t| > 2$) at all intervals from -483 to -283 ms, and consistently indicated greater frame-to-frame movement in the Mismatch condition than in the Match condition.

4. Discussion and conclusion

We reported a study in which we adapted an automated UTI analysis technique in order to investigate the effect on speech production of prediction during speech comprehension. Participants named pictures in a control condition and in two experimental conditions. The experimental conditions differed only in whether the picture name Matched or Mismatched the predicted word. Predictions were elicited via presentation of a high-cloze auditory sentence stem (i.e., via spoken language comprehension).

We applied two analysis approaches in order to investigate lingual motor-activity in the period immediately prior to the onset of acoustic information associated with picture-naming. The first approach collapsed information about the location of the tongue across time, and compared both experimental conditions to the control condition. The second approach provided information about the degree of movement observable at each inter-frame interval, and compared the two experimental conditions directly. Both approaches revealed by-condition differences in speech-motor activity, indicating that prediction during speech-comprehension produces both spatially and temporally observable effects on motor-speech output. Productions in the Mismatch condition appear to be less “canonical” than those in the Match condition (i.e., differed more from Control productions than did productions in the Match condition).

The current study demonstrates that a Delta-approach to ultrasound tongue image analysis can be adapted to be applicable beyond the paradigm for which it was initially developed (McMillan & Corley, 2010). The automated nature of the approach makes it appropriate for use in psycholinguistically-motivated studies because it reduces demands on researcher time and expertise (compared to a typical tongue-tracing approach), and allows meaningful averaging across differing items. Data-quality weighting provides a non-arbitrary approach to handling between-participant differences in noise-signal ratios, thereby extending the proportion of useable data.

The findings of the current study are novel in that they demonstrate online adaptations to motor-speech realizations arising of prediction during comprehension: Prediction-elicted representations cascaded to directly affect speech-motor production itself, rather than simply affecting the time-point or moment at which motor-execution began. Further investigation will be required to determine more exactly the nature of the information that cascades to a speech motor-execution level: If the predicted onset item itself were
activated at a motor-execution level we might expect to find that tokens produced in the Mismatch condition were more similar to their rime-partner than were tokens produced in the Match condition (e.g., articulation of TAP in the Mismatch condition would be more similar to articulation of CAP in the Control condition than would articulation of TAP in the Match condition). We did not find this to be the case for the time-frame analyzed in this study, although just such an effect has been demonstrated in tongue-twister data when applying the Delta-technique (McMillan & Corley, 2010).

It should be noted that in our analyses all data was time-locked to the acoustic onset of speech production. We adopted this approach in order to avoid finding by-condition differences simply as a function of when articulation commenced. That situation might occur under a stimulus-locked approach if motor-execution were identical across conditions but commenced later (i.e., longer after stimulus presentation) in the Mismatch condition. However, we agree with a reviewer who commented that, when exploring effects of prediction on articulation, it would be valuable to study speech-motor behaviour at the point of stimulus presentation (i.e., time-locked to picture presentation, in the case of the current study). This is an area for further development of the Delta-technique, and a spatial analysis of data time-locked to stimulus presentation might well provide valuable information regarding the exact nature of the prediction-effect demonstrated in the current study.

For the purposes of the current paper we note that although we do not report stimulus-locked data, the time-frame used in the second analysis approach includes data acquired at the point of stimulus presentation, and indeed extends further back in time to include articulatory data acquired whilst listening to the auditory material. Differences in speech-motor activity become observable as a consequence of whether or not a comprehension-elicited prediction is met. Given the nature of our stimuli, this confirms that: (i) listeners produce predictions during comprehension of spoken language presented at a typical conversational speech-rate, and; (ii) the effect of such predictions is observable in the listeners’ own speech productions.
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